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Our life journey is one of learning and education

I

T SEEMS TO GO against the grain slightly to be sat here at home during
the middle of the school holidays thinking about education!! However, that
is the theme for this month’s edition of the magazine so that is my task. I
seem to have spent my whole life governed by the academic year. My own
years at school were happy times and perhaps that’s why in the fullness of time I
returned to school as a teacher myself enabling young people to unpack for
themselves the wonder of learning and self-discovery.
Our life journey is one of learning and education. Wherever we look there are new
horizons to explore and learn about but perhaps one of the most important lessons
in life can be found in the Gospels. The teaching found within the Gospels and New
Testament can perhaps be best described as a blueprint for life and offers guidance to
each one of us on how to lead our daily life.
Jesus was a teacher, not necessarily in a school as such, he would teach in a variety of
places, in a synagogue or someone’s house. At other times he taught in the open air
or in the middle of a town, in the country or on the shores of Lake Galilee. His
teaching ranged from how to live and how to pray. He frequently used parables in
his teaching. Children are often taught that a parable is an earthly story with a
heavenly meaning. A parable is a simple story with a single, simple meaning. It has
one central point of teaching and the details of the story make that point both clear
and vivid. The meaning is not explained but is left for the listeners to work out for
themselves. Jesus used parables because the Jews were used to this method of
teaching when learning was by word of mouth, the short story was easily
remembered.
Christians see in the parable of the Good Samaritan the command to treat every
individual human being as a neighbour. There can be no room for prejudice in dealing
with people. History records frequent occasions when this has been forgotten and
prejudice has shown itself in religious, racial and class distinctions. The claims of the
kingdom of God dictate that all people must be treated the same and held in the
same esteem.
So, returning to the theme of education. Do we ever cease to learn? As Christians
we are always on a journey of learning but perhaps the key principle to live our life by
is summed up quite simply in the teaching of Jesus ‘that we love one another as we
would wish to be loved’.
Linda Biggs - Reader
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Education
Education doesn’t begin or end with school or university. It is a process, both simple and
complex, in which every single person is involved. Having spent all my working life involved
with schools as a teacher of English, a headmistress of a girls’ boarding and day school, a
school inspector and a governor, not to mention being a parent, I now find myself at a loss
as to how to sum education up in a short article.
Fate was generous to me in that my parents were educated, cultured people; they ensured
that I received a good education and that I learned not only to commit facts to memory,
but to aspire, and to explore through my imagination and my reading the perimeters of the
vast stores of human knowledge, endeavour and inspiration. My father was a clergyman and
he taught me the resources, the uncertainties and the assurance of a spiritual life. If that
sounds grandiose and pompous, it describes nonetheless the basis on which I tried to
impart to others the wonders and the wisdom which I had been shown.
Running a school is a testing business but infinitely rewarding too. It has its agonies, like
coping with the death of a pupil, a dearly loved member of staff or a parent or grandparent.
Coping with such profound sorrows is part of everyone’s education, as is learning how to
face the terrors and violence of the world. However, I don’t want to dwell on such
matters. Schools are often joyous places: the young are full of hope, enthusiasm, talent and
friendship. One of the delights of being a headmistress was gaining an all-round picture of
each pupil and understanding that success in the classroom is not the only benchmark.
Even musical, dramatic, sporting, creative talents are only part of the picture. A rounded
person is someone who is able to lead a fulfilling life, having the resilience to cope with
disaster, enjoying a sense of humour, understanding compassion, able to form close,
enduring relationships, and able to appreciate the world beyond the material.
My high-flown ideals perhaps give no sense of the fun of being a headmistress. I could only
admire the ingenuity of the girls who glued a pound coin to the ground of the quad and
then went to an upstairs window to watch the hapless passers-by try to pick it up. A
phone call I received from a neighbour of the school frightened me to the core but made
me smile once all was safe. “Mrs Forbes, did you know that some of your girls are sitting
on the roof of a building (three storeys up) having a smoke?” I always anticipated with
some trepidation the Christmas revues performed by the girls, in which they imitated the
staff. They rarely overstepped the mark and I have to admit that I quickly learned what my
mannerisms are.
Meeting my former pupils, who are always affectionate and kind, I feel how blessed I am to
have had a small part, along with their parents and my colleagues, in their education.
Debbie Forbes
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Lack of Education
Thankfully, and I say this with all sincerity, my parents could not afford to send me to Eton,
to Harrow or to Gordonstoun. It was therefore with great joy that I found myself
deposited in that well-known seat of local learning, Dunalley Street Junior Mixed in the year
of Our Lord, 1934. I was four years of age.
Keen to learn, my school reports for the next six years (and carefully preserved to this day)
showed me to be “above average” and a “good worker”. My parents were told that their
son “should go far”. They were not told in which direction.
Education is not solely to do with the brain. It is also to do with the senses. In my case the
sense of smell edged just in front of that of taste and touch. Dunalley School, in those far
off days was cited adjacent to Cheltenham Original Brewery and in those formative years I
grew up with a heady aroma of fermenting hops.
My friend (of later years) Jack Chamberlain, who farmed in Prestbury, had an arrangement
with the brewery. After brewing, the residue hops would be collected by him in an open
lorry and still steaming hot. That aroma did not stay long around Dunalley School. It
drifted along the Prestbury Road and ended up at Home Farm where the spent hops were
fed to the Chamberlain milking herd who thrived on this regular supply of nutrients. I think
they were called “grains”.
By the time of my ninth birthday I was beginning to develop a mind of my own which
coincided with the outbreak of World War II. After a few months it was time to leave
Dunalley and enrol in senior school. Although I had passed for the grammar school, it was
decided by my parents (both of whom were teachers) that my senior school should be the
Central School, sandwiched between the abattoir and the gasworks in the “lower end” of
Cheltenham. That, indeed, was a severe challenge to my sense of smell. On the bright side
was the fact that the gasworks was a prime target for German bombers and there was
every chance that the enemy would miss their target and hit the school.
Now a pupil of the best commercial school around, my uniform boasted the town’s coat-ofarms with the motto (in Latin) “Health and Education”. Part of that uniform was my gas
mask which had to be carried, in a cardboard box with strings attached, around my neck at
all times in case Hitler decided to attack the civilian population with poisoned gas.
I was now 10 years old. 1940 was a year of great excitement and two things stand out
against the rest. The first was Roman Hackle winning the Cheltenham Gold Cup for the
eccentric Miss Dorothy Paget. This was witnessed from the spot near the water jump at
Prestbury Park. I had become addicted to horseracing in all its forms, especially racing
history.
The second was later in the year when Cheltenham received its heaviest raid by the
Luftwaffe, a massive bomb whistling over my home in Pittville and completely destroying
the Black and White Bus Station 150 yards away. The air raid was suffered from the
basement of number 7 Evesham Road where my father’s workshop doubled as the
household air-raid shelter. All of which brought about a change in my education which was
entirely my own decision.
I could not care less if Henry VIII had six wives or sixty. Nothing to do with me and
everything to do with him. Whose fault was it that King Harold, instead of concentrating
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on the battle head, started to gaze skywards and received a fatal arrow in his eye socket?
His own. As for Canute, well he was just a fool. Did I want to learn about such people?
Definitely not. Timing in those perilous days was very precious and I did not want to waste
any of it.
So instead of learning about the Kings and Queens of England and the dates of their reigns, I
pursued reins of a different kind. I learned the names of all the horses and jockeys that had
won The Derby since 1850 and this I found most satisfying. I even learned (but not until I
was 16) the full name of the Maharajah of Baroda, a prominent racehorse owner of the
1946-plus era (Lt. Col. His Highness Sir Pratap Sinah, Gaekwar, Sewah, Khas, Khel, Sham,
Shur, Bahadur Maharajah of Baroda). In rattles off the tongue even now seventy plus years
later. Why did I do that? Goodness only knows but it was a good exercise for the brain
and more interesting than “Was it James 1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th?” The maharajah was alive
and kicking and winning historic races. He was making my kind of history whereas
everything taught at school had happened in the distant past and, as far as I was concerned,
redundant, and of no interest.
I studied the history of great racing men, especially those who lived locally and with whom I
could relate, especially Fred Archer who was brought up at the King’s Arms in Prestbury
where his father was licensee. He was champion jockey for the first time in 1874 aged 17
and every year after that until his death aged 29. Also high on my list was Adam Lindsay
Gordon, a pupil of Cheltenham College who learned to box and to race ride at Tom
Oliver’s stables in Prestbury. He became the national poet of Australia, champion amateur
jockey and an MP of that country. Then there was George Stevens who lived on Cleeve
Hill, rode in 15 Grand Nationals without falling, winning five of them. He was killed at
Southam when his hack bolted from the Rising Sun Hotel and threw him into a pile of roadmenders’ stones. This was my sort of history. A memorial tablet marks the spot.
Geography I enjoyed immensely but on my own terms. Not at all bothered why the
Barents Sea or the Bering Strait were so called. I was fascinated with the wartime locations
of the present day, the battles, raids and encounters like St Nazaire, El Alamein, Sidi
Barrani, Tobruk, Monte Casino, Utah (Omaha, Gold, Juno and Sword beaches) and the
River Plate. This was my sort of geography and it was happening as day followed day and
with great excitement.
I learned to recognise every aeroplane in the sky with the help of my schoolboys’ diary
which showed silhouettes of aircraft, both allied and enemy, on each page with
specifications of their engines and armaments. One morning before breakfast while
dressing in my bedroom at the top of the house I heard the sound of an unfamiliar aircraft
approaching low over my home in Pittville. I rushed to the window to see a Dornier
“Flying Pencil”, so called because of its long, slender body. Heading towards Dunalley
School it began machine gunning people on their way to work. I would have been sorry to
have missed seeing that.
It is therefore little wonder that my school reports from the Central School differed greatly
from those of Dunalley. I took little interest (well none at all really) in shorthand or algebra
but I did try hard with bookkeeping, French and English (which included Shakespeare and
Homer). Art was second nature so good marks were had in all those subjects - but no way
good enough overall results to pass my Royal Society of Arts examination.
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Rescue came in the form of a prominent local architect. Both my grandfather and my
father were leading ecclesiastical wood carvers and well known to church architects
throughout the country. The work “headhunting” was still confined to cannibalism and
even now would not have applied to a fourteen year old schoolboy. With my family
background and the fact that I could draw well was of great interest to the firm of Ellery
Anderson Rosier and Falconer who were in need of a trainee architect. I was allowed to
leave school before my exams and take up the position one week before my 15th birthday.
Exceedingly happy to be out of school and turning my living by drawing six months before
the end of hostilities, I attended Cheltenham School of Art and studied architecture. My
father was a tutor on the staff teaching ecclesiastical and general wood carving.
However, the pay (five shillings a week) with no prospect of an increase for at least two
years I found unattractive. I made the decision to leave the architects and seek alternative
employment. Joining Spirax Manufacturing Company under the fatherly guidance of Lionel
Northcroft, the company founder, was the best thing I have ever done. My salary, as
technical illustrator, was six times that paid by the architect with very rosy prospects ahead
– if one works hard. Everyone did and the firm grew rapidly from about twenty employed
at head office and maybe one hundred at the factory to many thousands worldwide as I
write.
Here came the big educational turnaround. In addition to satisfying the many and varied
customers of Spirax, I was engaged in the illustrating of correspondence courses,
engineering textbooks and the creating of great six foot wall-drawings for use by Spirax
engineers who travelled the country lecturing on the benefits of using Spirax equipment and
using it correctly. All this work was backed by the Ministry of Fuel and Power and the
company grew and flourished. What I was doing, in fact, was turning boring plans, sections
and elevations on old fashioned blueprints into colourful and easily understood pictures and
I loved every minute. All this was prior to the era of overhead projection.
So while my school pals were sitting their exams, I was now on the other side of the fence
teaching students and engineers the world over the benefits of steam utilisation and energy
conservation by way of attractive illustrations.
Three years later National Service claimed me and I found myself posted to Malta where I
served on the staff of the anti-aircraft and coastal gunnery school at Tigne Point as Garrison
Cartographer. Still wrapped in education my work at the school was both “top secret” and
demanding but enjoyable and rewarding.
In 1950 came demob and I rejoined Spirax with enthusiasm. Three years after that,
together with my wife Pam, we formed our own company of marketing the photographs
taken at racecourses, together with cartoons, designer artwork, calligraphy and caricatures
all allied to the racing industry. Our business ran alongside my work at Spirax and each was
compatible with the other although neither knew the existence of the other (until 1980).
All photography was learned from instructions on the packet, by trial and error and with
dogged determination to succeed. It all came together nicely.
In 1961 my work came to the notice of Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother and I was
appointed Her Majesty’s Racing Photographer. When she died in 2002 I was appointed
Racing Photographer to the Queen and granted my second Royal Warrant of Appointment,
the only one of my profession (racing photographer) to have done so. From 1972 until
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2007 I was made the official photographer to Cheltenham Racecourse and from 1967 until
2016 to many other racecourses including Ascot and Aintree.
During that period of time I have been invited to give lectures to a great many organisations
including Literary Dinners, Cheltenham (and other) History Societies, to Oxford University,
a collection of American business people on tour, groups of accountants and lawyers from
“the city” and to pony clubs. For the latter, I always took my Jack Russell terrier, Percy, of
whom I wrote thirty-nine (true) stories. These were published in the monthly Pony Club
magazine and accompanied by four humorous illustrations. The little dog stayed in my
jacket pocket, head poking out while the talks were delivered. The children loved that and
so did Percy!
So, though my own education was somewhat lacking, I have for the last 75 years been able
to use what skills and experiences I have to both educate and entertain others. I find that
extremely rewarding – and do you know what? I have never failed an exam as, since the
age of 10, I have never sat any!
Bernard Parkin

Education at the Everyman Theatre
I was lucky enough to be able to take early retirement at age 61. This was due to a change
in government policy to release older workers and replace them with school leavers. This
would be much cheaper and help square the figures they had published.
The Everyman was running a course on Saturday mornings on playwriting with a member of
Bristol University in charge. We met in the studio theatre at 11am until Ipm, then there
was a break until 2pm and we finished at 4pm. By that time my brain was fully stretched and
we were given homework for the week ahead. We slowly reached a topic to concentrate
on and the tutor suggested I try Early Retirement which was fairly new 31 years ago.
We continued to meet each week with varying success. It was strange being back in
education mode but slowly I was able to pick a lead character not unlike myself. I gave him
different adventures and even ended up with a “Mr De Mille I’m ready for my close up”
ending.
Once we had a readable script, we met with several of the actors from the current show,
who were very helpful. There were more cuts and more typing (not my favourite
occupation). Eventually we had a week of rehearsed readings by the actors, with the public
invited. It went off better than we expected.
We met again later but I was not very keen on my new script and was not too sorry when
it was over.
I later joined their new group which encouraged us to try different subjects such as poetry,
short stories, monologues, speeches, etc. I decided to try a monologue and developed one
on a chap, same age as myself, which meant he could remember the same as myself. Old
~7~
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George became very useful and usually had his opinion on current topics. At the end of a
term the actors would come in and give several public performances. It was then decided
that I should perform Old George with me sat in the audience and then giving my story as
my turn came up.
One day I saw a former management executive sat around from me and in the interval he
came around for a chat. We got back to our seats and then it came my turn and up I got
and also took my bow at the end. The fellow worker came over afterwards and said, “You
gave me quite a turn when you stood up and joined in the show. I thought ‘Has he lost his
marbles?’” Not quite.

The studio theatre had been formed from an empty space when the theatre was closed in
1983 and then reopened three years later as the Richardson studio after Sir Ralph
Richardson — who had been born in the town. It has been served well by a succession of
keen workers, who work at all hours and go out into the county giving performances and
interviewing people who would become involved much as we were.
The theatre is now involved in the WWI Commemoration for the end of the First World
War in November 1918. The section is called “On the Mend” and is a musical romantic
play about the nurses and patients who spent time in Cheltenham’s Voluntary Aid
Department with professional actors along with a number of local performers.
The play will run 1hr 20min approximately with no interval and be staged over five nights in
October, close to sites of the original VAD hospitals to create a really authentic
experience.
.

Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat

23
24
25
26
27

7.00pm
7.00pm
8.00pm
7.00pm
7.00pm

Racecourse, Crest and Sovereign Rooms
(at invitation of school only) Gloucester Road Primary School
University of Gloucestershire, The Park
Leckhampton Village Hall
Cheltenham Ladies College

Free tickets are available from the Everyman Theatre box office. Sounds like a good night
out.
Tudor Williams
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Prestbury St Mary’s Federation
Less than six months ago our village school was approached by the local authority with a
not unexpected request to admit an extra 30 Reception children in September.
The number of applications to school had been steadily growing, and this year was no
exception. And so the work began…
A site team moved in just after the May Bank
Holiday to start work on a new Reception
classroom in the Infant School playground. As you
read this, our extra 30 children, aged just 4 and 5,
will be enjoying a fantastic new space – named
‘Indigo Class’!
We could not have asked for a better team of
contractors, who kept disruption to a minimum
during the build, and completed the project well
ahead of schedule.
Over the summer, local residents may also have seen the Infant School undergoing some
large-scale roof repairs as a result of wear and tear which caused regular leaks. We are also
planning to build a new Play Fort on the Infant playground,
which will extend our play space. We hope that this will
be completed at the end of September.
At the Junior School we are completing the astro turf
work that we started last academic year, so the trim trail
will be an all-weather surface. Finally, we are installing five
new digital screens in the Junior School, which will mean
that all 15 classrooms across the Federation have modern
digital screens.
We would also like to celebrate our school’s achievement
in raising nearly £400 for the Great Football Giveaway – a
wonderful charity which provides footballs to children in
Sierra Leone. This was a wonderful way to help others
while also enjoying the World Cup.
Our end of term celebrations were emotional but
joyful occasions as the Infant School saw Year 2
move to the Juniors, and Year 6 move onto
secondary schools for the next phase of their
educational adventure. We hope that by now they
have settled well and are enjoying all the new
opportunities and experiences on offer to them.
Thank you to our wider community for your
unstinting support of our school, its pupils and
staff, particularly as we go through such a time of
growth and change.
Matt Fletcher, Executive Head Teacher
~ 11 ~
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Teaching English for a Living
“The best moments in reading are when you come across something – a thought, a feeling, a way
of looking at things – which you had thought special and particular to you. Now here it is, set down
by someone else, a person you have never met, someone even who is long dead. And it is as if a
hand has come out and taken yours.”
Hector in The History Boys by Alan Bennett
The trouble with so much of education, ancient and modern, is that it can be rendered so
very dull. It often consists of training, reiteration, tests, examinations, conditioning,
coercion and indoctrination. Or so it seems to me. As Albert Einstein has said, ‘It is, in fact,
nothing short of a miracle that the modern methods of instruction have not yet entirely
strangled the holy curiosity of inquiry.’ I remember that when Ordinary Level was changed
to GCSE I decided that the new acronym stood for Great Changes, Same Evils. I can also
recall preparing a group of bright girls for GCSE English and English Literature and not one
of them knew what the acronym GCSE stood for, even though most of them were aiming
for nine General Certificates of Secondary Education or more.
The systematic study of literature is often a study of human weaknesses and I have tried to
minimise my own in the classroom. I can remember teaching selected poems of T.S.Eliot,
explaining the inexplicable as I thought of it, and the pupils were amazed to find that the
author of ‘Macavity’ in Cats was also the mysterious modernist poet of The Waste Land
(1922). ‘What do you and the critics make of The Waste Land?’ Can that really be the
daunting essay we set to seventeen-year-olds at Advanced Level? And then we discovered
that Mr T.S.Eliot had taught briefly up the hill at High Wycombe Grammar School but had
resigned after one term in 1915. (‘To Eliot, as to all those who have never experienced it,
schoolteaching seemed an easy option.’ Peter Ackroyd)
Teachers and pupils can indeed encounter all kinds of obstacles to learning, exploration and
understanding. The syllabus can seem stultifying and parts of the curriculum bizarre.
Adolescents can be obstinately disaffected, aggressively rude or terminally bored. Learning,
scholarship and academic study does not suit everyone and schools can be petty-minded in
the pursuit not of excellence nor even of exam success but of conformity and uniformity.
Colleagues can become stimulating friends for life, and yet entering a staff room can also be
like a compulsory visit to the World of Crocodiles. Ministers and ministries, pundits and
pontificators, governments and graduates, researchers, educationalists and academics of
most affiliations and various stripes all seem to have pronouncements to make on education
and how best or how better it should now be done. If they taught and not just as tourists
for a term or three but for a decade or four, they might learn something.
My favourite works on education are not Plato’s Republic nor Ascham’s The Scholemaster
but the Compleet Molesworth (1958): Down with Skool!, How to Be Topp, Whizz for Atomms,
and Back in Jug Agane. They still make me laugh and I would like copyright fees to be waived
by the estate of Ronald Searle so that his distinctively spiky drawings could be used to
illustrate these few words. Nigel Molesworth musing in the outfield and about to be struck
by a cricket ball would probably be my choice. When I first came across the books, I could
not believe how well Willans and Searle had caricatured the weird prep school world of the
1950s in which I found myself. Much later in my own late fifties, I was bribed with biscuits
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and coffee to read the first Harry Potter book but I gave up after a few pages. I became
known as the man who had not read Harry Potter. For me, Hogwarts will always remain
the school which regularly lost to St Custard’s, as any fule kno.
Nevertheless, reading provides a continuing pleasure for life. Those who learn to read
widely and discover how to research and question deeply can find many pleasures, insights,
consolations and subjects to last them a lifetime. The best of books of all kinds (fiction and
non-fiction) provide us with excellent company and their authors, living or dead, become
our valued companions. All the more so in this age of the computer and the internet but
please don’t get me started on the erosion of literacy. As Samuel Johnson famously said,
literature helps us the better to enjoy life or the better to endure it. As has often been
asserted, the best of an education is that it teaches you how to learn and how to educate
yourself well beyond school and for long after your schooldays are over.
Duncan Forbes

Mrs Kathleen Dymock (Kath)
Mrs Kath Dymock, who has died at the age of 95, was
a long-standing member of St Nicolas’ Church. On
17th July Fr Nick led a celebration of her life in St
Nics, which was followed by lunch to which the family
invited the large congregation. Kath’s parents, William
and Kathleen Holbrook, who lived in Swindon Lane
kept the wooden Mission Hut going when numbers
were low, and welcomed the new families from the
Cleevelands in the 1960’s. The young Kath was a
member of the choir of six girls, under Mrs Safe and
after choir practice they learned to play the
harmonium for Evensong. Kath married Cecil Dymock
in 1943 at St Lawrence’s Church. Cecil, a builder, was
a driving force in the work on the extension, added in
1964, and the laying of the car park with a team of
volunteers, giving generously of his time, equipment
and expertise. He was a churchwarden when the
Mission Hut was dedicated as St Nicolas’ Church by
the Bishop of Tewkesbury and a member of the
Appeal Committee raising money for the building of
our present church. Kath and Cecil and their children,
John, Julie and Susie, were faithful members of the congregation. Kath was an enthusiastic
member of the Young Wives’ Group and later one of the organisers of the Tuesday Club.
She was a modest, quietly efficient and totally reliable friend and a great support to her
family and to Cecil. He died in 1981 but Kath did not lose her interest in the church.
Lorna, her daughter-in-law, was able to keep her in touch and Kath received Holy
Communion at home, in her later years, from the clergy and the lay assistants. She will be
greatly missed.
Paddy Spurgeon
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Art Class
Last year I joined a weekly class instead of messing with paints in private. I have always
copied whatever appealed to me, usually in water colour, with very mixed results. I had
once tackled an illustration from The Water Babies as a Christening present, but latterly met
my Waterloo with an over ambitious attempt at a portrait in pastels.
The first season promised to introduce us to the various media and a wide range of
subjects. We started with a pencil sketch of a Savoy cabbage with a view to getting us to
look properly at what we saw. So far so good. The week after was all about perspective
and that familiar road with neatly diminishing poplars leading to the horizon. With hindsight
this should have been a warning to me not to run before I could walk. I thought pleached
limes sounded more rewarding. Not so.
Happily the next lesson rebuilt our confidence with a graph which was to be filled with a
medieval carving of a heavy horse. Most of us were quite pleased with ourselves that week,
the restraint working wonders for our talents.
Came the day we were given our first oil pastels and a Van Gogh print for inspiration.
Carried away by the tutor’s bold sweeps of colour in demonstration, I was sure as I stood
back in artistic pose that I could capture the gaslight on the cobbles, and the midnight skies
looked simple enough if I got the stars in first. The result hinted at a disturbed psyche, not
enough to cause ear slicing maybe, but the work was binned. Possibly I incline more
towards Vermeer than Vincent?
By the next week we were ready to tackle “a Mediterranean lemon grove in full sunlight,
through an arch” - in acrylic paints, which dry within seconds unless repeatedly misted with
water. After an hour or so my neighbour and I looked up from our endeavours.
Desperately stifling our shrieks we recognised in each other’s efforts two yellow Anderson
shelters. Our very patient tutor thought they could be saved, but our muse had fled.
Towards the end of term we were joined by a young girl from one of the other classes.
With no previous training she had produced stunning results week after week. Fields of
intense lavender rose from the canvas, studies of individual wild flowers backlit with
sunlight, even jars of acrylic lollipops glistened ready to be eaten, humming birds hovered at
the throat of exotic flowers, she absolutely had what it takes.
This Autumn I shall be going swimming. I’ve peaked.
Anya Jary
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St Mary Magdalene Pig Roast
Saturday 21 July

Pictures by Marilyn Powell

Baptism of Iris Kapesi
during the Eucharist at
St Nicolas on
Sunday 5 August

Golden Wedding celebrations
for Gill and Nigel Woodcock at
St Nics Sunday 12 August
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Tea Parties to raise funds for St Nicolas Harvest Festival and
Floral Tribute to Commemorate the End of the Great War

Janet Ford

Janet Ford
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Marle Hill WI
We entertained guest members from the other WIs in our Group at our July meeting.
Chris Evans of Dundry Nurseries was the speaker and told us the history of the Butterfly
Garden that he founded and runs. It all started when a visit to the nursery was arranged
for 6 autistic students and a request was made for them to come once a week to do some
gardening. From there the project has grown considerably, in the 15 years it has been
running, from just gardening to recycling, art and craft, music, drama, cookery and anything
else that the many attending wish to do. Chris says that every day is an adventure, never
knowing what will happen next but accepting whatever turns up. He is a man open to ideas
and who can never say ‘no’! The latest development is the building of a larger kitchen so
more people can enjoy learning to cook and bake. Being a charity the project is totally selffunding with money coming from the recycling, donations, sales, legacies and other sources.
The Butterfly Garden has certainly spread its wings from small beginnings and developed
into a very active and worthwhile project. I can strongly recommend a visit to see what
they are up to.
In the past couple of months we seem to have been quite active. A talk on ‘Peepower’
proved very interesting, though still being developed in the labs, it has a way to go before
the idea can be used on a large scale. A very hot but enjoyable day was spent at Laycock
Village and Abbey. We ventured to Gloucester on the bus to view the RAFA Panels
displayed in the cathedral cloisters. Several members are being very energetic and playing
Walking Netball (no running or jumping) first thing on a Monday morning, and also there
have been croquet and bowls taster days. Silk Batik and Makume Gane (decorative clay
jewellery) craft days proved enjoyable and productive. Jenny hosted a tea afternoon on a
lovely sunny day in her garden and Wendy provided delicious eats at a party in her garden.
Sue D and I were invited to demonstrate lacemaking in the WI marquee at the Countryfile
Live show at Blenheim Park and spent a very hot and exhausting day there. As we do not
have a meeting in August we booked a coach and went to the Three Choirs Vineyard
where we had a conducted tour and sampled a number of wines, and purchased some
more. From there we went to the Three Shires Garden Centre for lunch and retail
therapy. A Great Day Out!
For the month of September we shall continue keeping fit with the walking netball and
there are indoor bowls, archery and drumming activities as well. Eileen is hosting an
afternoon of garden games plus a cream tea afterwards. We shall be having another cream
tea when we go on a trip on the GWR steam train! ‘An Autumn Serenade’ concert in the
Pump Room with the male voice choirs of Dursley and the Mendips should provide an
enjoyable evening.
Barry Simon is the speaker at our meeting on Monday September 3rd when his subject is
the History of Aviation. If you would like to join us for the evening at 7.30 at St Nicolas Hall,
Swindon Lane you will be made most welcome.
Sara Jefferies
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Prestbury WI
On Monday 10th of September we are looking forward to a talk from Clare Young who
will be telling us about her story and how the Work of Heart Garden got started. We were
lucky to have a visit from Clare a couple of months ago when some of our members
contributed to her knitted garden for the Malvern Show.
Visitors are always welcome at our WI meetings. They are held on the second Monday of
each month at 7.15pm in the WI Hall on Prestbury Road.
For further information on WI activities please contact Hilary Brick on 01242 517964.
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Other WI news……
 Prestbury WI took part in the village Summer Fayre on the 16th June to mark the
centenary of World War One. We had our usual stall in The Burgage selling scones,
cakes, jams and preserves. The WI Hall was also open selling cream teas for which
Wendy Thomas, Diane Griffin and Daphne Eden did a fantastic job making loads of
delicious scones all morning. A big thank you to them and all the ladies who rushed
around serving, clearing tables and washing up! We had a bottle tombola stall that did
well and a display on typical foods and recipes some might have used back in 1918.
Thank you also to our Ukulele group (pictured opposite top right) for entertaining us with
some old tunes! It was a wonderful day and it’s always great being able to take part in
village events.
 On the 28th June our skittles team beat Sandhurst WI. It was a close game, but we
won by 17 pins! Our last game was on July 19th against Brunswick WI and we
enjoyed another convincing win and are looking forward to the next round!
 Some of our members enjoyed another day out at the Bowling club in Cheltenham in
June. They also took part in a croquet taster session at the Cheltenham Croquet
Club. After some tuition, they played a couple of games alongside other WI groups
followed by a very nice Afternoon Tea.
 On July the 9th one of our own members Sheila Hope (pictured opposite bottom), gave us
a brief talk about St John Ambulance and its history followed by some basic first aid
and how to use a defibrillator. Although touching on the serious side, Sheila made the
evening informative and fun!

I know it’s early, but something for your
diaries:
Saturday
24
November:
Our Christmas Craft Fair!
Hilary Brick
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Book Review

Convenience Store Woman
by Sayaka Murata
Given that our daughter is coming to the end of
her year abroad in Japan I was initially drawn to the
cover of the book as it looked quirky. The story is
about a girl called Keiko and she is perceived to be
odd. To make people happy Keiko takes a job at a
newly opened convenience store where she finds
peace and purpose….. But it just won’t do for an
unmarried woman to spend her time stacking
shelves and ordering green tea. As the pressure to
find a new job- or worse, a husband – increases,
Keiko is forced to take desperate action….!
The book is quite short, only 163 pages and has
been translated from the original Japanese. There is something slightly jarring when reading
the unique conversation and its cultural references in the simplistic and very precise English
prose and I do wonder if that is deliberate to reflect the stilted and unnatural language of
Keiko herself.
The book is in turns very funny and poignant, dark and light-hearted. It is never obliquely
acknowledged or discussed but Keiko possibly has Asperger’s or another Spectrum
disorder but this book does not trivialise the condition – it is simply how she is. Her
realisation that she is not normal and her attempts to mirror others around her is at times
very sad but is never mawkish. She finally finds a place where she feels at ease in a local
supermarket and this is mainly due to being given a manual and explicit instruction on how
to behave and act with customers. “It was the first time anyone had ever taught me how to
accomplish a normal facial expression and manner of speech.”
The pressures on Keiko to settle down, marry and have children, are ever present. The
snapshots of Japanese life and culture and attitudes towards single women and
unemployment and being childless are a little uncomfortable to read but they are a useful
literary tool in that they make us identify with Keiko in that we too feel that we don’t
belong.
There is dark humour running through the book and I was concerned how this story would
end but it is a safe and reassuring conclusion. I particularly love the paragraph: “For
breakfast I eat convenience store bread. For lunch I eat convenience store rice balls with
something from the hot-food cabinet, and after work I’m often so tired I just buy something
from the store and take it home for dinner. When I think that my body is entirely made up
of food from this store, I feel like I’m as much a part of the store as the magazine racks or
the coffee machine.”
(Sayaka Murata is an award winning author and was voted one of the Women of the Year
by Vogue Japan 2016. She is 38 years old and works part-time in a convenience store!)
Claire Bromfield
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Prestbury Library at Gloucester Cathedral:
Shortlisted for next stage of county award scheme
At Prestbury Library this month we’re
very excited to have reached the
shortlist of the David Vaisey prize – an
annual prize that recognises and rewards
outstanding initiatives by public libraries
in Gloucestershire, which result in more
people reading more books. From nearly
30 submissions across Gloucestershire,
Prestbury’s project, ‘Paws for Reading’,
was chosen to be in the top three going
onto the next stage of judging.
Paws for Reading, as we wrote about in
the March issue of this magazine, is a
scheme we run where trained therapy dogs from Cheltenham Animal Shelter interact with
selected children and listen to stories. Reading out loud to the animals reduces the child’s
self-consciousness and can increase their literacy skills. As a second stage, the children also
attend the animal shelter to read to cats.
Laura from our team (third from left) attended Gloucester Cathedral for the
announcement of the shortlist. The judges included Rachel Joyce (centre) who is the author
of the very popular ‘The Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold Fry’. The judges said they ‘were moved’
when attending the session with the children and animals at the library.
The school involved were also delighted with the response and progress of the children.
And we loved their thank you card!

The final winning project - receiving £5,000 for their library – will be announced at the
Cheltenham Literature Festival on Sunday 7th October. The prize will be presented by
Michael Morpurgo, celebrated author of ‘War Horse’ and many other children’s books. All
the Prestbury Library team are really looking forward to going along, with fingers (and
paws!) crossed to hear the final result.
The Prestbury Library Team – Jo, Karen, Laura, Becky and Tessa
~ 24 ~
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Forthcoming Events
Prestbury URC Coffee Morning
Our monthly coffee morning for September will take place on Saturday 1st September for
10.30 till Noon. Do drop in for coffee, teacakes and conversation. There will be a raffle and
books and cakes for sale.

Prestbury URChins
The popular Baby and Toddler group will be restarting on Monday 3rd September at
10.00am. The session runs until 11.30pm and the £2.50 cost (for one adult and several
children) covers refreshments. Children from birth to school age are welcome, so if you
haven’t been before, come along and make new friends. Plenty of room for prams and
pushchairs (but no car parking) and there is no need to book. Please contact Fiona Hall
(prestbury@urcic.org.uk) for further information.

Prestbury Friday Circle
This social group has been running at the URC for a couple of years now from 10 am till
Noon every Friday morning . Conversation and Refreshments guaranteed every week, but
sometimes there will be games, quizzes, bingo and live music. All Welcome – just drop by
and see what’s happening!

Ride and Stride, Saturday 8th September
This is the annual fundraising event organised by Gloucestershire Historic Churches Trust.
Half the money raised goes to the participants’ nominated church and the other half plus
any gift aid is used by the trust to award grants to churches in the county in need of
repair/improvement.
Participants seek sponsorship for visiting as many churches on the day as they choose,
travelling by bicycle, horseback, car or on foot. Many churches are open especially for the
event and some offer refreshments and a welcome party. This is a wonderful way to see
some new churches in the town or in our stunning Cotswold countryside. For more
information or for a sponsor form, please contact the local organiser Helen.
Helen Mann
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Cream Tea Afternoon
Wednesday 12 September in Prestbury WI Hall
The doors open at 2.30pm. Teas will be served from 3.00 to 4.30. The cost is £3.00.
While you enjoy a Cream Tea there will be a Raffle – Bring and Buy Stall – Book Stall.
In Aid of MacMillan Cancer Support

Cantilena Concert
Sunday 30th September at 3.00pm in Cheltenham Town Hall
Classical Jazz
This year's charity concert will rock the Town Hall with thrilling rhythms and wonderful
tunes.
The Cantilena choir and orchestra, conducted by Stephen Belinfante, includes many local
musicians, both players and singers, performing popular and exciting works. They will be
joined by the choir of Churchdown School to sing Bob Chilcott's Butterfly's Son.
The programme will include:
Duke Ellington
Black, Brown and Beige
Shostakovich
Tahiti Trot
Gershwin
Cuban Overture
A Salute to the Big Bands, arranged by Calvin Custer
Bob Chilcott
Butterfly’s son
Ginastera
Dances from the Ballet Estancia
Tickets £15, under 16 £5, available from Cheltenham Town Hall Box Office 0844 576 2210
We look forward to seeing you there
Wendy Price

Prestbury URC Autumn Bric-a-Brac
We will be having a sale on Saturday October 6th from 10.30 until Noon. As well as good
quality bric-a-brac, there will be books, toys and cakes for sale as well as a raffle and, of
course, refreshments. Do come along to the sale and pick up a bargain!
If you have anything you would like to donate please contact Sylvia Turfrey on 01242
233970 or email prestbury@urcic.org.uk or the Church will be open on Wednesday 3rd
October from 6.30 to 7.30 pm to receive any items for the sale.
~ 27 ~
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HARVEST SUPPER, St Mary Magdalene fund raising
Village Hall (GL51 9SR), Saturday 6 October, 7:00 for 7:30pm
Come along to our Harvest Supper celebration! Good food, a raffle, a relaxing atmosphere
and the Bar will be open. Entry – £10 adults, £5children. Tickets will be limited, so please
get in contact to reserve your seat(s) by Saturday 29 September. Veggie option available
(please request when reserving seat). Note: donations of apple pie or crumble will be
gratefully received.
Contact: Ian Richings 07771792865 or ianrichings8591@hotmail.co.uk

Jumble Sale, St Mary Magdalene fund raising
Saturday 27 October, 2:00pm, Village Hall. Uckington GL51 9SR
Please donate and please come along. Donations gladly accepted from Saturday 10:00am
onwards, or as agreed. Contact Verina Morgan on 01242 234480 for further details.

Skittles, St Mary Magdalene fund raising
Saturday 17 November, 7:00 for 7:30pm, Civil Service Club, GL51 9SL
A match with individual teams, Killer or Six-ball Westbury or both – dependent on
numbers. Bar and Food available. Raffle for cash prize(s). Entry – £5 on night, food extra.
Contact Shelagh Holder, 01242 680952 for details (please let me know by 6 November if
you would like to order food on the night).
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September 2018 Diary
Sat

1 1130 Cantate Domino rehearsal

St Nicolas

1300 Wedding of Andrew Wilkinson and Sarah Minihane
SUN

Tue

Sat

2 0930 Eucharist including a healing service

St Nicolas

1430 Baptism of Annabelle Taylor

St Mary

1430 Baptism of Mackenzie and Hardie Denham

All Saints

1530 Baptism of Flynn Cook

St Nicolas

4 1030 Reading Group

Capel Court

1900 Eucharist before Prestbury PCC Meeting

St Nicolas

1930 Prestbury PCC

St Nicolas

8 1130 Cantate Domino rehearsal

St Nicolas

1300 Wedding of Michael Newby and Jessica Powell
SUN

St Mary

9 1430 Baptism of Jack Williams

St Mary
St Mary Magdalene

Tue

11 1900 Communion followed by Tuesday Group

St Lawrence

Sat

15 1130 Cantate Domino rehearsal

St Nicolas

1400 Heritage Open Day Talk and teas in church

St Lawrence

SUN 16
Wed

19 1430 Welcome on Wednesday

St Nicolas

Thu

20 1900 Licensing of Father George Davis

St Mary Magdalene

Sat

22 1130 Cantate Domino rehearsal

St Nicolas

SUN 23 1430 Baptism of Jack and Ruby Frape

St Mary

Sat

St Nicolas

29 1130 Cantate Domino rehearsal

SUN 30

Regular Weekly Events
Mondays 1000-1130
Tuesdays 1030-1200
1030-1200
Fridays
1000-1200
Saturdays 1030-1100

Urchins Toddler Group (in term time)
Coffee Drop In
Chatterbox
Prestbury Friday Circle
Team Surgery
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September 2018 Calendar
SUNDAY

2 14th Sunday after Trinity

SUNDAY

9 The Blessed Virgin Mary

SUNDAY

16 16th Sunday after Trinity

SUNDAY

23 17th Sunday after Trinity

SUNDAY

30 18th Sunday after Trinity

From the Registers
Prestbury

Elmstone Hardwicke

Baptisms
June 3 Ralf Johns
10 Denzel Baxter
Elodie Sophie Boulton
July 1 April Hope Parsons (adult)
15 Aurora Margaret Grace
Ramsden
29 Louise Bevan (adult)
Sophie Bevan
Alice Bevan
Evie Bevan
Weddings
June 23 Liam Jackson and
Emily Ballantine
29 Colin Brunton and
Samantha Holtom
30 Benjamin Heslop and
Althea Lucy Golding
Funeral
June 26 John Wright
Funerals at Crematorium
July 9 Shirley Arnot
11 Mervyn Cecil Bloom
16 Raymond Gear
17 Kathleen Dymock

Baptism
July 22 Ernest Thomas Snell
Funeral
June 29 Kathleen Merrick
Funeral at Crematorium
July 17 Violet May Morris
Burial
June 29 Kathleen Merrick

Swindon Village
Wedding
July 21 Thomas Denmead and
Phillippa Skinner
Funerals
June 4 Catherine Dryburgh
22 Kathleen Ruth Hudson
Burials
June 4 Catherine Dryburgh
July 20 Anthony Norman and
Henrietta Hartley

Memorial Service

July 17 Kathleen Dymock
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TIMES OF CHURCH SERVICES
St Mary, Prestbury
Sunday

08.00
09.30
11.00
1st Sunday
18.30
2nd Sunday
18.30
Other Sundays 18.30
Monday
09.00
Wednesday
09.00
18.00
Thursday
10.30
Saturday
09.30

St Nicolas, Prestbury
Sunday
Tuesday
All Saints
Sunday

Last Sunday
Thursday

Said Eucharist
Celebrate! All-age worship
Sung Eucharist
Evening Prayer held in Chapel at Capel Court
Benediction in St Mary
Evening Prayer in St Mary
Morning Prayer (excluding Bank Holidays)
Morning Prayer
Eucharist
Eucharist
Eucharist

09.30
09.00
10.00

Sung Eucharist
Morning Prayer
Said Eucharist

08.00
10.30
18.30
18.30
09.00
11.15

Said Mass
Sung Mass
Choral Evensong
Choral Evensong with Benediction
Morning Prayer
Said Mass

St Lawrence, Swindon Village
1st Sunday
10.30
18.30
2nd & 4th
09.15
18.30
3rd Sunday
10.30
18.30
5th Sunday
09.15
18.30

Together @ Ten Thirty (all-age service)
Sung Holy Communion
BCP Holy Communion
Evensong
Together @ The Table (family communion)
Evensong
Holy Communion
Songs of Praise
Next is on 30 September
(alternates with St Mary Magdalene)

St Mary Magdalene, Elmstone Hardwicke
1st,2nd,3rd & 4th 10.45 Holy Communion
5th Sunday either 10.45 Holy Communion
or
18.30 Songs of Praise

Next is on 31 March 2019
(alternates with St Lawrence. On the Sundays we
host Songs of Praise, there is no Morning Service)
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In search of Wisdom
For learning about wisdom and instruction, for understanding words of insight...
to teach shrewdness to the simple, knowledge and prudence to the young let the wise also hear and gain in learning....
The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge.
Proverbs 1. 2-7, NRSV

E

DUCATION IS ESSENTIALLY the pursuit of knowledge, and a search for

wisdom, though I hardly think that a child going to school would quite see
it like that! There are so many distractions, so many new things to
investigate in the world around them, that to sit in a stuffy classroom is not such
a great idea. However, if the teachers are good, a child will gradually be drawn
into the fascination of one subject or another, whether it be reading,
mathematical conundrums or more practical arts. This can be the start of a
lifelong interest which will help them to gain knowledge and, perhaps prudence
too!
Children’s minds develop gradually, showing untapped sources of curiosity and
wonder at things which appear usual and humdrum to adults. There is no selfconsciousness, a kind of innocence with no complicated issues to consider,
everything is new and needs to be questioned. Maybe that is why Jesus said to His
disciples, ‘unless you change and become like children, you will never enter the kingdom of
heaven’ (Matthew 18. 2). So perhaps we should try to shake off the preconceptions
that we develop in adulthood, and become more thoughtful of the people and
situations around us.
Our lives in Christ follow similar patterns: for those of us who have known about
God from our very earliest years, God’s blessings become almost taken for granted,
as part of our ‘inheritance’. Whereas someone new to the faith is more likely to be
filled with excitement at their introduction to the teachings of Jesus. Their views are
fresh and full of wonder. There are so many amazing things to learn from God’s
creation.
This is the direction our adult minds should take, to deepen our understanding of
God’s purpose for each of us, and where He is leading us, and to explore those
sections of our Bibles that we find hard to read, and even harder to understand! Each
story underlines God’s influence on His people throughout the ages and can be a
useful guide to us if we open our minds to His word.

‘Live as children of light - for the fruit of the light is found in all that is good and
right and true. Try to find out what is pleasing to the Lord’, (Ephesians 5. 8-9).
Liz Greenhow
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Parish Directory continued
St Mary’s C of E (VA) Schools
Executive Head Teacher : Mr Matt Fletcher
Junior School:
Infant School:

244387
244054

Hall Letting
Prestbury Hall, Bouncers Lane

239590

St Nicolas Hall, Swindon Lane

244373

prestbury.hall@prestbury.net
stnicolas.hall@prestbury.net

Prestbury Parish Magazine is published on the last Sunday of the month.
The deadline for copy is the Sunday 2 weeks before this.
Copy may be sent in a clearly marked envelope to ‘Prestbury Parish Magazine’
c/o 2 Honeysuckle Close, Prestbury, Cheltenham, GL52 5LN
or by email to magazine@prestbury.net

October Magazine Deadline: Sunday 16 September 2018
Future Themes:

October
November

Sharing meals
War and the Peace

ADS Cover

